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was designed to avoid. From the point of view of the gland
the operation has merely hastened its " decline and fall."
From the point of view of the services, Can operation
relieve the pain and other symptoms connected with the
varicocele which make the man a useless unit ? Here, again,
we can give a definite answer. Yes, in the majority of cases.
The services send many men to the hospitals yearly who have
had no inconvenience whatsoever to undergo the operation.
Mr. Nitch and I were extremely relieved to find that most
expressed themselves as being none the worse for having
undergone it. But there were some who suffered for the first
time after it and their complaints must be on the heads of
the services who exacted the sacrifice from them.
With regard to the third question, the public services

should know their business much better than we as medical
men can do, so that we can only advise and must not
venture to dictate. Whether or not they have anything to
do with such cases is their affair. If they do then we must
say that they have no right to make or to advise men to
undergo an operation who have never had any trouble with
their varicocele. We can cure the majority of cases which
do complain of the varicocele, so that they can have it done
when that time arrives. Those whom operation does not
cure are most unlikely to be of any use for active service.
To sum up : fibrotic changes will occur in the testis far more

quickly when operation is done than when it is not ; should
the patient complain of pain, &c., operation will restore the
majority to an able condition of body. On the other hand,
if every case of varicocele is operated on indiscriminately,
then a fair percentage will suffer permanent bodily harm
locally in the testis and sometimes generally in body and
mind.
There is one more point to which I would like to direct

attention. In most instances the services require the opera-
tion to be done in subjects who have not reached an age when
the testis and the rest of the body have attained full

growth. Fibrotic charges in a fully grown testis cripple that
gland slowly and physiologically do the man very little harm.
But when they occur in the immature gland then, according
to their degree, they will prevent that gland from continuing
its development. So that it may be laid down that the

younger the subject for operation the greater the damage
done. The services are very wrong to insist on this operation
in young subjects. When it is remembered that the testis
ministers to the growth of both primary and secondary
sexual characters it will be realised that a vast deal of irre-
parable damage can be done to a young subject by operation.

I am, Sirs, yours faithfully, 
-- 

Harley-street, W., Sept. 25th, 1905. EDRED M. CORNER.

10 the Editors of THE LANCET.

SIRS,-I am pleased to see in THE LANCET of Sept. 23rd
the able and thoughtful letter of so high an authority as
Colonel Frank Howard on varicocele. The question which
he raises is one of the greatest importance to young men
entering the services. Varicocele is generally considered an
abnormal condition and in some way detrimental to health.
I believe it is nothing of the kind but merely a provision of
nature to keep in abeyance the function of the testicle when
not required. It may be accepted that the activity of any
organ is in proportion to the rapidity of the blood current
through it. When this is increased the function is in-
creased ; when the blood flow is diminished the reverse takes
place. If any canal becomes dilated or tortuous the extra
friction produced retards the current flowing through it and
less passes in any given time. This method of regulating
the blood current is clearly marked in the sexual organs
of some animals and especially so in the sheep tribe.
The ram for ten months in the vear has no use

for the testicles ; at such times they hang low, and the
spermatic vein on both sides develops largely, but more on
the left than on the right, and becomes very tortuous owing
to relaxation of the muscles. Then with the rutting season
the testicle becomes more drawn up and the dilatation of the
veins greatly diminished, enabling the blood to circulate more
rapidly. Careful observation will, I think, show the same
thing, though to a more limited extent, in the human race.
The young man who leads a quiet life is very prone to
varicocele which greatly diminishes when the organ comes
into regular use. Of course, if over used nature will diminish
the supply of blood to rest the organ. From this cause, I
believe, the varicosity of the spermatic vein will be found
most marked in the celibate and the dissolute. That the

Greeks did not consider val icocele a disease is showci in the’r-

sculptures where Hercules is represented with a pendulous left
testicle and varicocele.

Passing from this pathological question to the practical
one, What harm does a dilated spermatic vein produce ? I
can only say with a 30 years’ experience in one of the largest
hospitals that I have yet to see a case in which any real
harm has resulted from this cause. For ten years as casualty
surgeon at St. Bartholomew’s it was my duty to see the-
surgical patients applying each morning, a total of many
thousands a year. Scarcely a day would pass without some-
young men coming for a "varicocele," yet any patient of over-
30 years of age applying for this trouble was a rarity. What,
then, had become of the " varicoceles ’’? If present, they were-
certainly causing the middle-aged men no trouble. I always
questioned the young men "why they wanted the varicocele
cured." Some few would say they had "aching," just as.

girls will complain of their " backs," but the majority of the
applicants had either been refused for the services or post-
office, or thinking of getting married had been reading quack
literature and made the discovery that the left testicle was.
"dropping" and causing "impotency." Regarding, as I
do, varicocele as a perfectly natural condition in many
men I should be very loth to advise operation even

assuming it was absolutely harmless. This is far from being
the case. I cannot recall to mind any fatal result but
have known quite a number of instances where either-
the entire testicle had sloughed or had slowly atrophied
as the result of tying the vein, the last case of this
kind being only this summer at St. Bartholomew’s, where-
a young patient lost the entire organ by sloughing a few
days after the operation. For the reasons mentioned for
some years I have refused to allow the operation to be done
in my wards. As regards young officers, a few weeks ago I
was consulted by as fine and athletic a man as could be seen.
He had passed well into Sandhurst but had been rejected
for varicocele. I told him I could not advise an operation
and the service loses as good a soldier and fine a shot as
they are likely to find. What the common soldier may do to

escape duty I do not know, but that a British officer would
make a varicocele the pretence for malingering is entirely
refuted by Colonel Howard’s experience.

I am- Sirs- yours faithfullv-
- 

1 ___ , ___ 
--

HARRISON CRIPPS,

Sept. 26th, 1905. Senior Surgeon to St. Bartholomew’s Hospital.

IS ALCOHOL EXCRETED BY THE SKIN?
I - - 

To the Editors of THE LANCET. - - .

SIRS,-May I ask whether the theory that alcohol is not
excreted by the skin still holds good ? In 1890, when home
from South Africa, where as a Government and police surgeon
I had numerous opportunities of making post-mortem exa-
minations on patients who consumed large quantities of
alcohol, and in whose organs (liver, kidneys, &u.) I did not
find cirrhosis, I came to the clinical conclusion that at high
altitudes and in dry climates and at high temperatures it
was difficult to explain how the alcohol was eliminated
unless such excretion was effected by the skin. For 10
years I was practically a teetotaler ; I have never ceased to
regret it.-I am, Sirs, yours faithfully,

DAVID HARRIS, J.P., M.R.C.S. Eng., &c.,
Late Medical Officer of Health.

Sherborne, Dorset, Sept. 18th, 1905.

THE SPA TREATMENT OF CIRCULATORY
DISORDERS.

To the Editors of THE LANCET.

SIRS,-In 1896, when the so-called Nauheim treatment of
heart disease, comparatively recently brought to the know-
ledge of English physicians, was provoking considerable
interest in some quarters and some scepticism in others, you
sent a Commissioner to Nauheim to study the subject on
the spot. His report was published in THE LANCET of
August 29th, 1896, p. 619. The "system" has in the interval
b3en unduly lauded by some and unduly condemned by others.
In THE LANCET of August 5th, p. 347, Dr. Leonard Wiliiams
has written a very just estimate of the value of the spa treat-
ment of circulatory disorders, and on the whole very
justly appraised the merits of Nauheim as a factor in pro-
moting such treatment. I write " on the whole very
justly " in this latter respect, for I think he has not done
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fall justice to the work of the late August Schott in this
matter. There is no doubt that although gymnastic
exercises with a view to influencing the human body and
among its organs the heart were in use before his time, as
Dr. Williams remarks, August Schott developed these in
their application to heart disease in a thoroughly scientific
manner and to his work and writings it is unquestionably
due that the idea of Stokes and the work of Oertel in a
much modified form have become so generally known and
used as they are at present.
The report of your Commissioner was not altogether

relished in some quarters, but it is gratifying to find that
the conclusions come to, the dangers pointed out, and the
scope of applicability of the balneological and gymnastic
treatment of heart disease given in the careful paper of an
English physician writing nine years later are in substantial
agreement with those published in the report of your Com-
mission. Reminded of your Commission on reading Dr.
Williams’s article I had the curiosity to read your report
again and can find little that I should now add to or delete
from it.-I am, Sirs, yours faithfully,
Sept. G6rd, 1905. YOUR COMMISSIONER OF 1896.

SIR THOMAS BROWNE MEMORIAL.
To the Editors of THE LANCET.

SIRS,&mdash;At 8 P.M. on Thursday, Oct. 19tjb, 1905, a service
in memory of Sir Thomas Browne, M.D. (born Oct. 19th
1605, died Oct. 19th, 1682), will be held in the Church
of St. Peter Mancroft, Norwich, near which he lived for
many years and in which he worshipped and lies buried.
Preacher, the Right Rev. Bishop Mitchinson, D.D., Master of
Pembroke College, Oxford, at which College Sir Thomas
Browne was educated. Should any of your readers require
seats at the service we shall be obliged if they will kindly
let the honorary secretary to the memorial committee know
the number before Tuesday, Oct. 17th.

We are, Sirs, yours faithfully,
F. J. MEYRICK, Vicar;
FREDERIC R. EATON,

Honorary Secretary to Memorial Committee, King-street
Sept 23rd, 1905. House, Norwich.

NAKED LIGHTS IN OPERATING
THEATRES.

10 the Editors of THE LANCET.

SIRS,-Attention has frequently been drawn to the danger
of naked lights in a theatre in which ether is being adminis-
tered for anaesthetic purposes but I am of the opinion that
the great undesirableness and, indeed, danger of naked

lights in a theatre when chloroform or a mixture containing
it is being administered are not sufficiently recognised.
There is a very interesting article on this subject by Dr.
Armand and Dr. Bertier in the Revue de Chirurgie for
July. They draw attention to the fact that the adminis-
tration of chloroform in a room in which coal gas is

being burnt inevitably leads to the formation of " decom-
position products," taking the form for the most part
of phosgene gas or oxychloride of carbon. They find that
a sufficiently high percentage of this substance in the

atmosphere of an experimental chamber kills a guinea-pig in
15 minutes or less. They have proved by a series of experi-
ments which they carried out on various animals that death
is due not to the presence of carbon monoxide but to the
toxasmia produced by this phosgene gas. Apart from their
experiments, however, on the lower animals they have
observed most unpleasant effects on themselves and their
colleagues produced by this dangerous vapour and cite cases
recorded by Mey, Zweifel, Langenbeck, and others of death
following prolonged exposure to its influence. While
personally I have no knowledge of any fatal effects I
have for long noted the very disagreeable symptoms pro-
duced by inhaling oxychloride of carbon. They are as

follows. A dry tickling cough is first noticed with flushing
of the face and sometimes a desire to sneeze. An un-

pleasant odour of chlorine-like nature is noticed which
lasts for hours and is very difficult to get rid of. Frontal
headache is common, the conjunctiva becomes congested,
and one has a feeling of "sand in the eye" sometimes
accompanied by lacrymation. The throat if examined
by means of a mirror is noticed to be congested. Some

individuals complain of feeling faint but for the most

part the symptoms are respiratory and gustatory. Several
cases of broncho-pneumonia have been recorded. Malaise
and a feeling of prostration for from 24 to 36 hours are very
common results. One of the most unpleasant effects is that
on the sense of taste. I recently had to work in a

small operating theatre in connexion with a long emergency
operation between 5 and 7 P.M. Immediately afterwards
dinner was taken and the marked disturbance of the sense
of taste was very noteworthy. Ox-tail soup was mawkish ;
chicken patties and vegetables had a marked chlorine-like
flavour ; claret taken from a bottle opened the night before
(and then quite a good wine) had an acrid, very unpleasant
flavour, while plum tart seemed so bitter and unpleasantly
sharp to the pharynx in swallowing as to render it quite
unpalatable. Pears and nuts all tasted of chlorine,
while the post-prandial smoke afforded no comfort and
could not be in any way appreciated. In a nursing
home in which the theatre was warmed by means

of a paraffin stove the head nurse told me that she
was invariably sick after the operations. It seems, in view
of these facts and of the very carefully carried out observa-
tions of Dr. Armand and Dr. Bertier, that more note should
be taken of the matter for the future in hospital construction
and all operating theatres lighted by electricity wherever
possible, and sterilising apparatus, if heated by gas flame,
should be carefully located outside the theatre. There
seems little doubt that if those actively concerned in the per-
formance of an operation and presumably in a good state
of health are affected to - such an extent from exposure
to such decomposition products the patient, immediately
under the influence of the anaesthetic, and surrounded by the
vapour-ergo fortior-will suffer the more, and that after-
troubles, vomiting, &c., put down to other causes are

actually due to unnecessary exposure to a most unpleasant
and dangerous atmosphere.

I am, Sirs, yours faithfully,
Sept. 26th, 1905. 1!1. L .

VOLUNTEER MEDICAL OFFICERS.
To the Editors of THE LANCET.

SIRS,&mdash;It is not quite clear as to which examination

Surg.-Capt. Vol. Certif."in his letter in THE LANCET of
Sept. 9th, p. 806, refers to, whether it is (1) the examina-
tion of volunteers as to their fitness as " fighting men," an
examination which was wrongly supposed to be for " service
abroad " ; or (2) the examination as to the general physique
of recruits who had joined within a stated time. The first
examination was conducted, I believe, in every instance by
volunteer medical officers ; the second, the inspection of
recruits, was carried out usually by the Royal Army Medical
Corps officer specially detailed in the district for such duty.
If it was the latter examination in which " Surg.-Capt.
Vol. Certif." complains that he was "superseded" "Surg.-
Capt. Vol. Certif." seems not to understand that all regular
recruits in a station passed by the Royal Army Medical Corps
officer for recruiting duties are also inspected periodically
by this specially detailed officer, a duty which used to fall
to the principal medical officer of the district. " Surg.-
Capt. Vol. Certif." can therefore hardly complain that the
War Office has superseded him in carrying out a regulation
to which Royal Army Medical Corps officers are themselves
subject.
As a matter of fact, after five years’ service in the Royal

Army Medical Corps, during which time I was for over
two years in charge of recruiting in one of the large military
stations in England, and thus had ample opportunity of seeing
the material which was passed as "nt" for the Yeomanry
and "service companies" by civilian medical men and
Volunteer medical officers, and some four years in the
Volunteers, I have come to the conclusion that in the vast
majority of cases the opinion of the civilian medical man-
"Volunteer certificated " or not-as to a man’s fitness for
service abroad or for active service is worth very little.
"Surg.-Capt. Vol. Certif." complains that he has been
"superseded" ; in the British Medical Journal of this week
another "Surgeon-Capt." complains that he had to do all
this work for nothing and so his " holiday was spoilt. Truly
the War Office has a complex problem to solve when it com-
mences, if it ever does, the adjustment of the grievances and
differences of the Volunteer Force.

I am, Sirs, yours faithfully,
Sept. 11th, 1905. A. M. R.


